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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a refined bilateral filtering algorithm based on adaptively

trimmed-statistics (ATS-RBF) for speckle reduction in SAR imagery. The new de-speckling method is

based on the bilateral filtering method, where the similarities of gray levels and the spatial location of the

neighboring pixels are exploited. However, the traditional bilateral filter is not effective to reduce the strong

speckle, which is often presented as impulse noise. The ATS-RBF designs an adaptive sample trimming

method to properly select the samples in the local reference window and the trimming depth used for sample

trimming is automatically derived according to the homogeneity of the local reference window. Furthermore,

an alterable window size-based scheme is proposed to enhance the speckle noise smoothing strength in

homogeneous backgrounds. Finally, bilateral filtering is applied using the adaptively trimmed samples.

The ATS-RBF has an excellent speckle noise smoothing performance while preserving the edges and the

texture information of the SAR images. The experiments validate the effectiveness of the proposed method

using TerraSAR-X images.

INDEX TERMS Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), speckle noise reduction, refined bilateral filtering, adaptive-

trimmed-statistics, alterable window size.

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ψ Trimmed pixels for bilateral filtering

σd Geometric diffusion factor

σr Photometric similarity diffusion factor

α Trimming depth

µw The mean of all the samples of local reference

window

αw Standard deviation of all the samples of local

reference window

N The size of local reference window

σh Standard deviations of the whole image
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σh Standard deviations of the whole image

β Trimming strength weight

T Expansion threshold

rw Window size of ATS-RBF

µx Mean value of the original image

µy Mean value of the filtered result

σx Standard deviations of the original image

σy Standard deviations of the filtered result

c1 Coefficient used to stabilize the division

c2 Coefficient used to stabilize the division

SRAD Speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion

OSRAD Oriented speckle reducing

anisotropicdiffusion
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DPAD Detail preserving anisotropic diffusion

PRSS-SRAD Pixel relativity speckle statistic based

speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion

EPPR-SRAD Edge probability and pixel relativity-based

speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion

BM3D Block-matching and 3-D filter

AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise

ATS-RBF Refined bilateral filter based on adaptive-

trimmed-statistics

PUF Pixel-under-filtering

ENL Equivalent number of looks

ESI Edge sustaining index

PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ratio

MSE Mean square error

SSIM Structural similarity metric

I. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an active radar which has

the advantages of all-time and all-weather sensing capabil-

ity. With the rapid development of space-borne SAR tech-

nology, advanced SAR sensors can provide fine resolution

images, such as TerraSAR-X (Germany) [1], Radarsat-2

(Canada) [2], Sentinel-1 and Envisat-ASAR (European Space

Agency, ESA) [3], [4], Cosmo-SkyMed (Italy) [5], ALOS-2

(Japan) [6], TecSAR (Israel) [7], Gaofen-3 (China) [8]. SAR

images are widely used both in civilian and military fields,

such as marine surveillance [1], agriculture & forestry mon-

itoring [4], disaster monitoring [3], [5], environment mon-

itoring [8], battlefield intelligence reconnaissance [6], etc.

SAR imaging is based on coherent processing of the scattered

signals of the resolution cell. Consequently, it’s inevitable that

speckle noise appears. Speckle noise is randomly-distributed

and it makes SAR images hard for interpretation and eventu-

ally influences their further applications [9].

In the past decades, with a long-term study, many speckle

reduction methods are developed. There are two categories

of SAR speckle reduction mechanisms, one category is the

multi-look processing technique [10]–[12], the other one is

the filtering technique [13]–[36].

Multi-look processing methods [10]–[12] amount to inco-

herently averaging a certain number of independent SAR

images. They reduce the speckle noise intensity, however,

such methods sacrifice a loss of the spatial resolution. As the

number of looks increases, the resolution of the processed

SAR images degrades. Therefore, it is preferable to develop

suitable speckle noise filtering techniques. These methods

reduce the speckle noise significantly and sustain all the rel-

evant features, such as radiometric and textural information.

In the last three decades, many filtering methods, such

as the mean and median filtering, have been used for SAR

speckle noise filtering. However, due to the multiplicative

characteristics of the SAR speckle noise, the filtering per-

formance of the traditional mean and median filters are

not promising. To solve the above problems, many adap-

tive local filters based on the multiplicative model have

been developed.Most of the existing filters are local-statistics

based spatially adaptive filters. The most representative fil-

ters are the Lee filter [13], the refined Lee filter [14],

the Frost filter [15], the Kuan filter [16], and the Gamma-

MAP filter [17], etc. These filters are simple and efficient,

but they ruin the details such as the edge and the tex-

ture information. The idea of local statistics based filtering

has been incorporated in anisotropic diffusion framework

(SRAD) [18], and the improved versions of SRAD fil-

ter such as oriented speckle reducing anisotropic diffu-

sion (OSRAD) [19], detail preserving anisotropic diffusion

(DPAD) [20] were proposed later after SRAD. The pixel

relativity speckle statistic based speckle reducing anisotropic

diffusion method (PRSS-SRAD) [21] was proposed to solve

the over-smoothing problem. The above anisotropic diffu-

sion based filtering methods inefficiently use edge char-

acteristics, resulting in either over-smoothing image or an

image containing misinterpreted spurious edges. To alleviate

such problems, a novel filter based on edge probability and

pixel relativity-based speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion

(EPPR-SRAD) [22] was proposed. The above filters use the

diffusion coefficients where the low values are assigned to

the edges & textures and high values are set to the homoge-

neous areas. As a consequence, the homogeneous areas are

smoothed and the details such as the edges and textures, etc.

are preserved. All of the above filters use all the samples in the

local window for speckle filtering, they do not have the ability

to perform selective filtering. Sigma filter [23] is a classical

selective speckle filter, it trims the samples in the reference

window with an upper and a lower threshold, and then mean

filtering is applied to the trimmed samples. However, Sigma

filter also blurs the edges, which influences the application of

the SAR images. Based on the Sigma filtering methodology,

Lee et al. [24] proposed an improved sigma filter, where

Sigma filter was extended and improved by redefining the

sigma range based on the speckle probability density func-

tions. Improved sigma filter solves the deficiencies of the

original sigma filter, and it is simple and efficient, however,

it still destroys the details and blurs the images.

Non-local means based filters [25]–[29] are recently pro-

posed and they achieve promising de-speckling performance.

However, they greatly depend on the non-local intensity

homogeneity. Block-matching and 3-D filter (BM3D) orig-

inally proposed by Dabov et al. [30] is aimed at the restora-

tion of images corrupted by the additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN). It comprehensively uses the nonlocal patch-

based estimation method with Wiener filtering and wavelet

transforms, BM3D filter achieves an excellent AWGN filter-

ing performance. However, BM3D filter cannot be directly

applied to speckle noise reduction for SAR images. Par-

rilli et al. [31] adapted the model and architecture used in

BM3D to the multiplicative noise of SAR speckle noise,

the BM3D based de-speckling algorithm for SAR images

(SAR-BM3D) was proposed. SAR-BM3D achieves a better

de-speckling performance, however, its structure is complex

and inefficient. Based on the theory of SAR-BM3D filter,
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a non-local filter for SAR interferometric phase restoration

called InSAR-BM3D [32] was proposed recently, it adapts

the individual processing steps to the peculiarities of InSAR

data. InSAR-BM3D greatly relies on proper phase-oriented

solutions, the achieved filtering performance are based on

the use of de-correlating transforms, development and testing

methods based on the joint processing of all data should be

further researched.

Bilateral filter developed by Tomasi and Manduchi [33]

is a widely-used noise filtering method in optical images.

Bilateral filter comprehensively exploits the similarity infor-

mation of both gray levels and spatial location, it achieves

a good smoothing performance for Gaussian noise while

preserving the details such as edge and textures in opti-

cal images. However, bilateral filtering is not effective for

impulse noise reduction, and speckle noise in SAR images

are usually presented as impulse noise, especially for strong

speckle. The reason why impulse noise cannot be effectively

smoothed is because if the filtering samples contain impulse

noise, and the intensity of the impulse noise is close to that of

the pixel-under-filtering (PUF), so the impulse noise sample

occupies the largest proportion in the filtered samples. As a

consequence, the PUF of the strong speckle noise is enhanced

instead of being smoothed.

Considering the limitations of the above de-speckling algo-

rithms, this paper combines the advantages of bilateral fil-

ter and Sigma filter, a refined bilateral filtering algorithm

based on adaptively-trimmed-statistics (ATS-RBF) of SAR

images is proposed. Our main contributions are stated as

follows:

1) Traditional bilateral filter uses all the samples in the

local reference window to generate the combined sim-

ilarity weights, the strong speckle noise presented

as impulse noise cannot be reduced. The proposed

ATS-RBF designs an adaptive threshold based method

to trim the samples in the local reference window

automatically, then the trimmed samples are used for

bilateral filtering, so the strong speckle noise can be

greatly smoothed.

2) As for Sigma filter [23], all the samples are trimmed

with a fixed range of two-sigma. However, the speckle

filtering of the detailed regions should focus on the

edge preservation, a larger range should be designed

to eliminate less samples. On the contrary, the filtering

of the homogeneous regions should be emphasized on

the speckle noise smoothing, so a smaller range is

selected to eliminate much more samples. The pro-

posed ATS-RBF designs an adaptive range for sample

trimming, where the range depends on the homogene-

ity of the backgrounds. If the PUF is an edge pixel,

a larger range is designed to sustain the image details.

On the contrary, if the PUF is a speckle pixel, then a

relatively lower range is assigned to smooth the speckle

noise.

3) The proposed ATS-RBF designs an alterable window

size for speckle noise filtering. The size of the window

is adaptive to the homogeneity of the backgrounds,

if the PUF is speckle in homogeneous area, the size of

the window is assigned to a large value to smooth the

speckle noise. On the contrary, if the PUF is the edge

point, the size of the window is set to a small value to

greatly preserve the edges and textures.

4) The proposed ATS-RBF can smooth the speckle noise

while sustaining the details of the SAR images.
This remainder of this paper is arranged as follows:

Section II proceeds to describe the proposed ATS-RBF based

de-speckling methodology in detail, where traditional bilat-

eral filtering methodology is briefed, moreover, the adaptive

threshold based sample trimming, the trimming depth opti-

mization, and the alterable window size based bilateral filter-

ing are detailed. In Section III, experimental results are given

with detailed analysis subjectively and objectively. Finally,

Section IV concludes the paper.

II. THE PROPOSED ATS-RBF METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1 gives the flow chart of the proposed ATS-RBF. Inspired

by the Sigma filtering method, we design an adaptive thresh-

old based sample trimming method to trim the samples

in the local reference window, then alterable window size

based bilateral filtering is implemented to the PUF using the

adaptively-trimmed samples.

FIGURE 1. Flow chart of the proposed ATS-RBF for speckle reduction in
SAR images.
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A. TRADITIONAL BILATERAL FILTERING

As for the bilateral filter, the filtering weights are determined

by the geometric closeness and photometric similarity, where

these two are combined in the following formula [33]

h(x) = k−1(x)

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

f (ξ ) · c(ξ, x) · s(f (ξ ), f (x))dξ, (1)

where c(ξ, x) measures the geometric closeness between the

PUF of x and its surrounding pixels ξ, s(f (ξ ), f (x)) is the

photometric similarity between the PUF of x and the sur-

rounding pixels, k−1(x) is the normalization coefficient, and

it is expressed as

k(x) =

∫

∞

−∞

∫

∞

−∞

c(ξ, x)s(f (ξ ), f (x))dξ. (2)

Bilateral filter needs to design twoweight functions includ-

ing the geometric closeness similarity function and the pho-

tometric similarity function. The designation of these two

weight functions directly affects the de-noising effect. The

Gaussian kernel function is much more commonly used for

both the geometric closeness function and the photometric

similarity function. The Gaussian kernel function of geomet-

ric closeness weight is expressed as

c(ξ, x) = e
−

1
2

(

d(ξ,x)
σd

)2

, (3)

where d(ξ, x) is the Euclidean distance between the central

pixel of x and its surrounding pixels ξ.σd is the geometric dif-

fusion factor which controls the strength of low-pass filtering.

The larger σd is, the stronger the low-pass filtering strength is,

and the more blurred the filtering result will be. The window

photometric similarity function is usually designed as

s(f (ξ ), f (x)) = e
−

1
2

(

f (ξ )−f (x)
σr

)2

, (4)

where σr is the photometric similarity diffusion factor.

In order to get a good filtering result, σd and σr should be

selected appropriately in order to achieve promising filtering

results. Bilateral filter smooths the Gaussian noise while

maintaining the image details. However, it cannot be applied

directly to non-Gaussian noise, especially for the impulse

noise. Fig. 2 is the filtering weights for the impulse noise.

It can be seen that bilateral filter cannot smooth the strong

impulse noise, but enhances it to some extent. This is because

that if the filtering samples contain impulse noise, and the

intensity of the impulse noise is close to that of the PUF,

and they are spatially close, so the impulse noise sample

occupies the largest proportion in the filtered samples. As a

consequence, the strong speckle PUF cannot be smoothed,

but enhanced.

B. ADAPTIVE-THRESHOLD BASED SAMPLE TRIMMING

Although bilateral filter preserves edges while smoothing the

Gaussian noise, it cannot reduce the impulse noise. How-

ever, the speckle noise in SAR images is usually presented

as impulse noise, especially for strong speckle. Therefore,

we come over a mind of adjusting the photometric similarity

FIGURE 2. Filtering weights for the impulse noise. (a) is the local
reference window with impulse noise in the center, (b) is the photometric
similarity weights, (c) is the geometric closeness weights, (d) is the
combined similarity weights.

weights based on the adaptively-trimmed-statistics to weaken

the influence of the impulse noise sample.

Inspired by the Sigma filtering method [23], we intend

to develop an adaptive-threshold based method for sample

trimming, and the samples inside the restricted range are

automatically kept through

Ii,j ∈ ψ, s t ·
∣

∣Ii,j − µw
∣

∣ ≤ α · σw, (5)

where Ii,j is the intensity of the sample (i, j) in the reference

window, α is the trimming depth,µw and σw are the mean and

standard deviation of all the samples in the reference window,

which are derived as

µw =
1

N 2

N
∑

m=1

N
∑

n=1

Ii,j, (6)

σw =

√

√

√

√

1

N 2

N
∑

m=1

N
∑

n=1

(

Ii,j − µw
)2
, (7)

where N is the size of the local reference window.

If (5) is satisfied, the sample in the local reference win-

dow will be kept for bilateral filtering, otherwise, it is

eliminated. After the adaptive-threshold based sample trim-

ming, the combined filtering weights of h(x) are generated

through (1)-(4), where the original samples of ξ are replaced

with the trimmed samples of ψ . Fig. 3 is an adaptive-

threshold based sample trimming example, where the mean

and the standard deviation are set to 68 and 15. The hatched

area of Fig. 3 are the trimmed samples with a fixed trimming

depth of α = 1.0, and the samples outside the range are

eliminated.

After the adaptive threshold based sample trimming of the

local reference window, the adjusted photometric similarity

weights of s(f (ψ), f (x)) and the combined similarity weights

of h(x) are shown in Fig. 4 (e) and (f). Fromwhich we can see

that the combined similarity weights can greatly weaken the

influence of the strong speckle noise, and the strong speckle

presented as the impulse noise can be smoothed.
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FIGURE 3. The hatched area are the trimmed samples with a fixed
trimming depth of α = 1.0.

FIGURE 4. Filtering weights for the impulse noise. (a) is the original SAR
image with impulse noise in the center, (b) is the photometric similarity
weights of traditional bilateral filter, (c) is the geometric closeness
weights, (d) is the combined similarity weights of traditional bilateral
filter, (e) is the adjusted photometric similarity weights after sample
trimming, and (f) is the adjusted combined similarity weights after
sample trimming.

The trimming depth is of great significance for the

de-speckling performance, Fig. 5 illustrates the filtering per-

formance of the trimmed statistics based bilateral filter under

different trimming depths of α, where the speckle noise

smoothing ability on a homogeneous region is evaluated

using the Equivalent Number of Looks (ENL) [34], and the

edge preservation capability on a detailed image is evaluated

through the Edge Sustaining Index (ESI) [34]. It can be seen

that if α is selected higher, then more samples are kept, the

details will be greatly preserved, but the speckle reduction

performance degrades.

In order to get both a promising speckle noise smoothing

result and a good edge sustaining performance, here we

design an automatic trimming depth kernel function through

α = exp
[

β · (σw/σh)
2
]

, (8)

where σw, σh are the standard deviations of the local reference

window and the whole image, and β is the trimming strength

weight. β controls the trimming strength, if it is selected

lower, then the trimming is stronger. The adaptive values

FIGURE 5. The filtering performance with different trimming depth of α.
(a) The acquired values of ENL on a homogeneous region. (b) The
acquired values of ESI on a detailed image.

of α derived through (8) in Fig. 6 (a) used for experiments

are shown in Fig. 6 (b). From Fig. 6 (b), it can be easily

found that if the PUF is an edge pixel, σw is bigger than σh,

then the trimming depth is assigned with a higher value,

and fewer samples are eliminated, so the edges and textures

can be well sustained. These pixels are labeled as the bright

pixels of Fig. 6 (b). On the contrary, if the filtered pixel is a

clutter pixel of the smooth region, then σw is smaller than σh,

and the trimming depth is assigned with a relatively lower

value, so more samples are removed, the speckle noise can

be greatly smoothed. These are illustrated as the dark pixels

in Fig.6 (b).

As can be seen from Fig.6, the trimming depth of α is larger

in the edge & texture areas and smaller in the homogeneous

areas. Combined with Fig. 5, a larger value of α means that

more samples in the local reference window are kept and the

edge details can be better preserved. But in the homogeneous

regions, α is smaller, and more pixels that deviate from the

mean value will be eliminated, such as the impulse noise.

They do not participate in the construction of the photometric

similarity weight. As a consequence, the adjusted combined

similarity weights are much more precise, and the strong

speckle noise can be smoothed while the details of the images

are well sustained.
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C. ALTERABLE WINDOW BASED REFINED

BILATERAL FILTERING

In part B, the proposed ATS-RBF designs an adaptive-

threshold-based sample trimming scheme to adaptively

smooth the speckle noise while sustaining the image details.

In bilateral filtering, in order to enhance the effect of smooth-

ing noise, larger values of the diffusion factors of σd and σr
should be specified. However, this will result in the loss of

the image details. To further smooth the speckle noise in

the homogeneous regions while preserving the image details,

we propose an alterable window size based filtering method.

Firstly, a window size of rw is initiated, the standard deviation

of the local reference window σw, and the standard deviation

of the whole image σh are derived. The window size is

enlarged when the following condition is satisfied

(σw/σh)
2

≤ T , (9)

FIGURE 6. The adaptive values of the trimming depths derived through
(8), (a) the original TerraSAR-X image, (b) the adaptive values of the
trimming depth, where the edge points are automatically assigned with
higher values, which are presented as the bright pixels.

where T is the expansion threshold, which controls the win-

dow size. According to the Fig. 6, we know that the ratio

of σw to σh indicates the homogeneity of the region. The

value of σw/σh is larger in the detailed region and smaller

in the homogeneous region. If (9) is satisfied, then the local

reference window is homogeneous, and the window size of

the local reference window can be enlarged through

rw = rw + 2i (10)

where i is the round number. The size of the window increases

if (9) is satisfied, and it grows with a step of 2. However, the

growth ceases when (9) is not met. This can be explained by

the reason that when the extended local reference window

is still homogeneous without edges, then the size can be

enlarged to smooth the speckle noise much stronger. How-

ever, when the extended window contains details such as

edges & textures, then (9) is no longer satisfied, and the size

will not be extended to sustain the image details.

The main steps of the proposed ATS-RBF are detailed as

follows:

Step 1) The initial size of the local reference window of rw,

the expansion threshold of T , the diffusion factors of

σd and σr , and the trimming strength weight of β are

initiated.

Step 2) The standard deviations of the local reference win-

dow and the whole image are derived, and the win-

dow size of the local reference window increases

if (9)-(10) are met. The final window size is acquired

if (9) is not satisfied.

Step 3) The sample trimming depth of α is derived

through (8), and the samples in the local reference

window are adaptively trimmed through (5)-(7).

Step 4) The photometric similarity kernel weights of s(x) are

calculated using the adaptively-trimmed samples as

shown in (4).

Step 5) Then, the combined bilateral filtering weights of

h(x) are calculated through (1)-(3), and bilateral fil-

tering is implemented to the PUF.

Step 6) If it is the end of the whole input image, output the

filtering result. Otherwise, move on to the next pixel

and repeat the processes from Step 2) to Step 5).

III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS

1) EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF LOOKS (ENL) [34]

ENL is an index to measure the relative intensity of speckle

noise smoothing in SAR images, which is defined as

ENL =
E2(I )

σ 2(I )
, (11)

where E(I ) and σ (I ) are the mean and standard deviation of

the filtered SAR image.

2) PEAK SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (PSNR) [35]

PSNR (in decibel) is the ratio between the maximum power

of the signal and that of the noise. PSNR is derived as

PSNR = 10 · log10

(

x2max

MSE

)

, (12)
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FIGURE 7. The de-speckle performance on speckle-contaminated simulated Boat image of the proposed ATS-RBF using different values of β with a fixed
window size of 5×5. (a) is the acquired values of ENL, (b) is the acquired values of ESI. In the image.

where xmax is the maximum value of the data format, and

MSE is the mean-square error, which is expressed as

MSE =
1

m · n

m
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

∣

∣

∣
I ′i,j − Ii,j

∣

∣

∣

2
. (13)

3) STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY METRIC (SSIM) [36]

SSIM is a metric to evaluate the speckle filtering quality that

measures the similarity between the original SAR images and

the filtered image, it is defined as

SSIM =

(

2µxµy + c1
)

·
(

2σxσy + c2
)

(

µ2
x + µ2

y + c2

)

·

(

σ 2
x + σ 2

y + c2

) , (14)

where µx and µy are the mean values of the original image

and the filtered result, σx and σy are the standard deviation

values of the original image and the filtered result, c1 and c2
are used to stabilize the division that can occur with a weak

denominator.

A high ENL indicates a strong speckle noise smoothing

capability, a larger value of PSNR represents a smaller loss,

SSIM values at the range of [0, 1], and the SSIM closer to

1 indicates a higher similarity.

B. SPECKLE FILTERING EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Traditional speckle noise filters such as the Lee filter [13],

the SRAD filter [18], the Sigma filter [23], the improved

Sigma filter [24], and the SAR-BM3D filter [31] are selected

for speckle reduction performance comparison and evalua-

tion. Furthermore, traditional bilateral filter [33] is used for

comparison to validate the better filtering performance of

the proposed ATS-RBF. The simulation parameters are set as

follows:
1) Comprehensively considering the speckle smoothing

and the image detail sustaining, the window sizes of

all the filters except for the proposed ATS-RBF are set

to 5×5. The filters can better sustain the image details

while smoothing the speckle noise. ATS-RBF designs

an alterable-window-size based filtering method to

smooth the speckle noise while sustaining the details.

2) As for SRAD [18], the time step size of 1t is set to

0.08, the scaling factor of k is set to 3.

3) Sigma filter [23] is based on the two-sigma probabil-

ity of Gaussian distribution, 95.5% pixels in the local

reference window are kept for filtering.

4) As for the improved Sigma filter, the parameters are

set the same to [24] for the multi-look SAR images,

the percentile value of Z is set to 98%, the sigma value

of ξ is specified to 0.9, and the threshold of the strong

reflective pixel in the window Tk is set to 6.0.

5) The same to the parameter setting of SAR-BM3D

in [31], the similarity weight value of γ is equal to 1.

6) Both of the geometric diffusion factor of σd and the

photometric similarity diffusion factor of σr of the tra-

ditional bilateral filter [33] and the proposed ATS-RBF

are set to 3.0 and 40, respectively.

7) As for the proposed ATS-RBF, the initial window size

is set to 5×5. The trimming strength weight of β

is of great importance to the filtering performance,

if it is selected too high, then the trimming is weaker,

and more samples are used for bilateral filtering,

the speckle noise cannot be smoothed. Accordingly, if it

is selected too low, then the trimming is stronger, and

less samples participate in bilateral filtering, the image

details will be ruined. We conducted experiments on

the speckle-contaminated Boat image using different

values of β with a fixed window size of 5×5, and

the acquired values of ENL, and ESI are recorded,

as shown in Fig. 7. Comprehensively considering the

speckle smoothing and the image detail sustaining,

we use an optimal value of 0.5 for test in this part.

8) As for the proposed ATS-RBF, The window expansion

threshold of T is of great importance to the speckle

smoothing performance.We conducted experiments on

the speckle-contaminated Boat image using different

values of T with a fixed trimming strength weight of

β = 0.5, and the acquired values of ENL, and ESI

are recorded, as shown in Fig. 8. Comprehensively

considering the speckle smoothing and the image detail
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FIGURE 8. The de-speckle performance on speckle-contaminated simulated Boat image of the proposed ATS-RBF using different values of T with a fixed
trimming strength weight of. (a) is the acquired values of ENL, (b) is the acquired values of ESI.

FIGURE 9. The speckle reduction performance on speckle-noise-contaminated simulated Peppers image with detailed edges. (a) is the noise-free
simulated SAR image, (b) is the speckle-noise-contaminated image, (c) is the result of Lee filter [13], (d) is the result of SRAD filter [18], (e) is the
result of Sigma filter [23], (f) is the result of SAR-BM3D filter [31], (g) is the result of traditional bilateral filter [33], and (h) is the result of the
proposed ATS-RBF filter.

sustaining, we use an optimal value of 0.25 for test in

this part.
The experiments are implemented on the simulated images

and real TerraSAR-X data, and the de-speckling performance

of the traditional filters and the proposed ATS-RBF are com-

pared and analyzed in detail. Moreover, the de-speckling

performance of ATS-RBF is evaluated subjectively and

objectively. The experiments on the simulated data and real

SAR data are presented in Part B.1 and Part B.2.

C. EXPERIMENTS ON SIMULATED SAR DATA

In order to evaluate the de-speckling performance of the

proposed ATS-RBF, the standard reference image of Peppers

illustrated in Fig. 9 (a) is used for experiments. The original

Peppers image is added with multiplicative speckle noise

following Rayleigh distribution.

As shown in Fig. 9, (a) is the noise-free image, where

detailed information are presented. Fig. 9 (b) is the speckle

noise contaminated image. Fig. 9 (c) to Fig. 9 (h) shows the

speckle filtering results by different filters. The correspond-

ing values of ENL, PSNR and SSIM are recorded, as shown

in TABLE 1.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, traditional de-speckling fil-

ters such as Lee, SRAD, Sigma, and Improved Sigma can

smooth the speckle noise in a certain level, but they ruin

the image details with low values of SSIM and PSNR.
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TABLE 1. The objective de-speckling performance evaluation of different
filters on the speckle-noise contaminated Peppers image.

Traditional bilateral filter cannot smooth the strong speckle

noise which are often presented as impulse noise, it acquires

the lowest value of ENL. SAR-BM3D can smooth the

speckle noise while sustaining the image details as illus-

trated in Fig. 9 (h). However, SAR-BM3D has a poorer

performance compared with the proposed ATS-RBF fil-

ter. The proposed ATS-RBF filter comprehensively uses

the spatial closeness similarity and the photometric simi-

larity, an adaptive-threshold based sample trimming method

is designed to smooth the speckle noise and sustain the

image details, it acquires the highest values of PSNR and

SSIM compared with other filters. Furthermore, an alterable-

window-size scheme is proposed to enhance the smooth-

ing strength in the homogeneous regions, it achieves

the highest value of ENL compared to other filters.

From Fig. 9 and TABLE 1, the proposed ATS-RBF has

a better de-speckling performance both on speckle noise

smoothing and image detail preservation.

D. EXPERIMENTS ON THE TERRASAR-X DATA

TerraSAR-X SAR images shown in Fig. 10 are used

for experiments. Fig. 10 is the firstly acquired image

of TerraSAR-X over the Volga delta of south Russia on

FIGURE 10. TerraSAR-X image used for experiments, of which is acquired
by the SM mode of X-band TerraSAR-X over the Volga region of south
Russia on June 19, 2007. The resolution is 3 meter, and the polarization is
HH, the effective number of looks is 8.3.

June 19, 2007 through the Strip-Map (SM) imaging mode,

of which the resolution is 3 meter, the polarization is HH,

and effective number of looks is 8.3. Two regions marked by

the white boxes of Fig. 10 are selected, furthermore, the right

white box marked region in Fig. 10 is enlarged separately as

illustrated in Fig. 11. Two types of sub-regions marked by

the white boxes of Fig. 11 are selected, one is the detailed

region labeled as REGION III with rich edges to validate the

edge preservation capability of the proposed ATS-RBF. The

other are the homogeneous regions labeled as REGION I,

REGION II of Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 (a) to evaluate the speckle

noise smoothing performance of the proposed ATS-RBF.

FIGURE 11. Detailed SAR image used for de-speckling performance
validation.

In order to show the edge preservation performance of each

filtering algorithm, the filtering results of REGION III of

Fig. 11 are illustrated in Fig. 12. The corresponding values

of ENL of different filters on the homogeneous regions of

REGION I, REGION II of Fig. 11, and Fig. 13 (a) are listed

in TABLE 2.

TABLE 2. The speckle smoothing performance of the homogeneous
regions evaluated by the ENL.

De-speckling filters such as Lee, Sigma, Improved Sigma,

and SRAD reduce the speckle noise in a certain level, how-

ever, they blur the image details as shown in Fig. 12 (b)

to Fig. 12 (e), and Fig. 13 (b) to Fig. 13 (e). They all
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FIGURE 12. The speckle reduction performance on TerraSAR-X image with detailed edges and textures. (a) is the original TerraSAR-X
image, (b) is the result of Lee filter [13], (c) is the result of SRAD filter [18], (d) is the result of Sigma filter [23], (e) is the result of
improved Sigma filter [24], (f) is the result of SAR-BM3D filter [31], (g) is the result of traditional bilateral filter [33], and (h) is the
result of the proposed ATS-RBF filter.

acquire much lower values of ENL as shown in TABLE 2.

Traditional bilateral filter has a good edge sustaining ability,

however, it cannot smooth the strong speckle noise as shown

in Fig. 12 (g). Both SAR-BM3D and the proposed ATS-RBF

have excellent speckle noise smoothing and edge preserva-

tion performance, they acquire much higher values of ENL

compared with other filters, as listed in TABLE 2. However,

ATS-RBF has a better speckle noise smoothing performance

compared to SAR-BM3D. Moreover, ATS-RBF has a better

edge sustaining performance on detailed SAR images, which

is illustrated in the red-circle marked areas of Fig. 12 (f)

and Fig. 12 (h). The image details can be better sustained by

ATS-RBF compared to SAR-BM3D.

According to Fig. 9, Fig. 12, Fig. 13, TABLE 1, and

TABLE 2, we can draw the conclusion:

1) Traditional filters such as Lee, SRAD, Sigma, Improved

Sigma can smooth the speckle noise in a certain level, but they

ruin the details of the images, they acquire very low values of

SSIM.

2) Traditional bilateral filter uses all the samples in the

local reference window for photometric similarity weights

generation. However, it cannot smooth the strong speckle

noise in SAR images, but enhances it instead.

3) The proposed ATS-RBF designs an adaptive-threshold

based sample trimming method to eliminate the strong

speckle noise sample which influences the accuracy of the

photometric similarity weights. Furthermore, an alterable

window size based method is proposed to enhance the

smoothing strength in homogeneous regions. ATS-RBF has

a better speckle noise smoothing capability, and a better edge

sustaining performance compared to SAR-BM3D

4) In summary, the refined bilateral filtering method

based on the adaptively-trimmed-statistics proposed by

this paper can effectively smooth the speckle noise and
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FIGURE 13. The speckle noise smoothing performance on the homogeneous region. (a) is the original TerraSAR-X image, (b) is the result of Lee
filter [13], (c) is the result of SRAD filter [18], (d) is the result of Sigma filter [23], (e) is the result of improved Sigma filter [24], (f) is the result of
SAR-BM3D filter [31], (g) is the result of traditional bilateral filter [33], and (h) is the result of the proposed ATS-RBF filter.

maintain the edge & texture information of the SAR

images.

IV. CONCLUSION

Combining the advantages of bilateral filter and Sigma fil-

ter, this paper proposes a refined bilateral filtering method

based on the adaptive-trimmed-statistics. ATS-RBF designs

an adaptive threshold based method to adaptively trim the

samples in the local reference window, so the photometric

similarity weights are adjusted by eliminating the data sam-

ples outside of the range to weaken the influence of the

strong impulse noise. The trimming depth is automatically

generated according to the homogeneity of the filtered pixel.

Furthermore, an alterable window size based method is pro-

posed to enhance the speckle noise smoothing strength in

homogeneous regions. ATS-RBF has an excellent speckle

noise smoothing and edge sustaining performance. ATS-RBF

has a great application value in SAR image interpretation.
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